Stellic: Sending the Shopping Cart Courses to SIS

Introduction

The shopping cart can be built in SIS or Stellic. If it is built in Stellic, it can be sent to SIS with the click of a button to finish registration.

Sending the Shopping Cart Courses to SIS
1. **Confirm Courses**: Click the button to transfer any planned courses in Stellic to your shopping cart in SIS. If any courses already exist in the shopping cart in SIS, Stellic will reconcile and bring those courses over with a reload of the page.

   **Please note**: All registration and enrollment will still take place in SIS.

2. **Auto Generate Schedule**: Have Stellic complete a course schedule by using the preferences you select.
   - When the preferences are selected, click **Generate**, and then Stellic auto-generates the schedule that works for these courses and best matches the preferences without any time conflicts if available.
   - To see what additional options are available, click on each course and review the additional sections. By hovering over the section, Stellic will show where those sections line up in the current schedule.

3. **Calendar View**: This shows a weekly visual of your current course selections.